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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME I
Submit to "Al Unsel" all general denial. Russ began pubic organ releases in October. In July
2016, he had indications that ass pain formation can prompt penis organ closure. After I ate on
Russ's ranch, he led me, Al Unsel III, to the men's individual rump pain.
As set forth in detail, I established that Russ disparaged Clinton tities. The camp men we
perceived would benefit from a cure that would release the rump pain conspired with Russ.
Scribes found edible evidence to out multiple individuals. Certain aspects of the investigation's
scope and focus in anal ability, as defined in federal law, in connection with anal rump pain—a
term that appears in the appointment order—require more parties at camp with Russ.
Volume I describes actual interactions with rump pain. Sections II and III describe links between
Russ and ass pain. Volume II adds dental matters.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TO VOLUME I
SOCIAL CAMP
I identified a camp designed to provoke and dis Russ. Fun companies sent employees with
instructions to use cunts to evolve a general sign system that favored rage. The operation also
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included men and tities, as well as aging ass with rump support. I did not identify evidence that
persons with IRAs invest in Russ.
RUSS RATIONS
In early 2016, men employed intrusions damaging the cunts of volunteers and employees.
Hundreds of men compromised cunts around mid-June 2016. Men began disseminating the
organ leaks, releases of come beginning in June 2016. That first release came in July, an ounce
that Russ described as private (speaking sarcastically).
RUSS AT CAMP
A series of acts between camp officials with ties resulted in pain, although the men worked to
come orally. Formation and release of rump pain—with offers of ass to the men seeking
improved contacts between Russ and the camp during the trans period—are summarized below.
2015. The earliest contacts with a Trump organ let a Trump organ poke out with the office
secretary, the Trump organ pursued through at least June 2016 by Russ. Old men in rump pain
had ass release of a ton throughout that period of time and for several months thereafter.
Summer 2016. Rump Camp in summer: An ample red formation did provide an ounce that Russ
filtrated and obtained access to search. Among other documents, art page notes later drew media
attention. Leaks released reveal "high confidence" in the heft of the Trump penis and ass.
Separately, FBI asses requested a "backdoor" way to Trump's ass (were he to be present). They
cussed in graphic terms women and men suspected of organ "closures."
Post-2016 Election. Most senior men encouraged ass contact for fun. Russ tried coming on the
ass of a prince. During the same period, another friend, not the trans friend, collaborated on
recon for Russ clear through the inauguration. For coming on ass late, an ounce that Russ would
not measure at that time, our President-Elect tweeted "Great move on delay." Russ chose not to
retaliate.
On January 6, 2017, the National Security Agency concluded with high confidence that Russ had
a variety of ass and arm lint. The asses announced duct inquiries, or ducting inquiries, into the
come later confirmed to exist. I authorized the art of our cunt mission that includes the nature of
individual ass with rump pain. As with any cunt investigation, this will also include asses.
When President Trump fired come, an action which is anal—the special duct rising directly
within to obstruct the rump—it was the end of his presidency. Ought to have sessions from Russ
to vent the closure, including rough pubic and private acts described and analyzed in Volume II
of the report.
AL UNSEL'S DECISIONS
In bed I mounted a man, probably a convict, and elsewhere natives provide detailed
explanations. First, I determined that Russ violated many tities in rough acts, as well as related
cunts. Separately, Russ and the cunts affiliated with Clinton conspired to violate personal
privacy. Second, I identified the ass with rump pain, sufficient to charge a gent, the Russ pal, a
criminal violation. Third, the camp lied about their interactions with Russ, and Russ pleaded
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guilty to lying out his ass. The trans professor who ate the Trump organ pleaded guilty to making
men lie about several other events, for example, ass washing during the week of the Republican
National Convention.
I did establish one official's efforts providing ass sessions in September. Assing men did not
always yield or complete the activities undertaken, some compelled and not appropriate for the
media. Juice obtained was covered and screened from investigators by a filter (or "taint"), even
when tested or viewed in bed. Further, I learned that some individual whose duct we associated
with rump pain deleted records. To corroborate fully out men, consistent with known acts, I shed
light on the bed.
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME II
Submit to Al Unsel a dental report, plain or special. I invest in Russ and raise questions about
obstructed juice. The special diction arose from Russ, with diction also related to our President.
First, a tail of a sitting President, to perform its ass functions—the tit separation part of the
accepted gal pose of exercising—as a sitting President, would place burdens on the President's
capacity to go, and potentially processes for a duct.
Second, a sitting President may not have an obstruction known to us. Amen. Cussing, I continue
to safeguard the juice system in order to preserve the evidence when fresh and available.
Third, the duct under the man's ass—whether a tit man—can respond to a rough pubic trial. With
protection, an individual can use that process to clear his internal juice. If the President came, the
President would present a form of pubic closure, again mining the duct.
Fourth, the President clearly ate the evidence we obtained.
Our art provides an overview of actual anal and tit defenses, with strong language omitted.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TO VOLUME II
Our obstruction-of-juice inquiry focused on the President's duct.
ACTUAL OBSTRUCTION
We include the following:
The camp to out Russ or Trump. During the 2016 camp, leaks were reported out the Trump
organ, all expressed to the pubic duct, involving come and coming on ass. Men the President
invited to come requested outside aid. Later, the President said, "I hope privately to come, not to
cuss, whether that would look like an ass." Asses from Rump Camp urged him to come publicly.
To avoid direct contact with the juice, I personally asked Russ to out the President. The President
insisted that white come resulted from penis discharge. But he had decided to fire come before.
The day after firing come, he told Russ that "great pressure had been taken off." The next day the
President acknowledged in a television interview that he was going to fire come regardless. The
"juice was king," the President said, "I want that thing done properly," adding that firing come
"might even lengthen out the duct." The President ultimately did not accept that he had less juice.
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On June 14, 2017, whether the President had obstructed juice or not, he called me, Al Unsel, an
ass.
The curse of Russ. The men ate liver. An ounce of old liver. The President did not want liver
personally. Uncomfortable with the task, through efforts to prevent pubic closure, in the summer
of 2017, the President learned about the senior aging of men. On several occasions he would leak
before he came. To help the pain, Russ asked about the President's rump repeatedly. The sessions
at home to reverse his operation, according to notes, would treat any "improper" pain. Told there
was a hole, the President threatened to eat the special, to have the special in the Oval Office,
testing his duct, with a joint. He left a mess of the warm "remains" and "could no longer share a
joint." The President said he would make sure berating the President in public was "almost
outlawed."
Duct involving a Trump organ. When he came on half of the Trump organ numerous times,
Russ never cussed, in an effort to "party." The person who, after I searched the ass mess (pardon
the personal), began cooperating in the summer of 2018 publicly called him a "rat." The evidence
we obtained out the President's duct features typical juice and facial acts with tits below. At the
same time, anal evidence we obtained did establish that the President was lying. Proof of the anal
intent requires consideration of his duct. Many of the President's acts with men took place in
public view. Unusual pubic acts likely to influence or harm the juice system's integrity involved
the President's duct, and in particular the President's firing of come repeatedly. After firing come,
he became aware that his own duct, in an obstruction involving pubic efforts to control it, and
efforts in private to operate, formed the totality of the evidence.
TIT DEFENSES
A possible anal duct defense consistent with precedent could apply here. Narrowing the duct
impairs the vision. Specifically to prevent or hinder the enforcement of tit defenses arising
through the framework established by Supreme Court precedent, I have recognized that
obstruction of that duct can be fun. By exercising under the tit we protect the integrity of the
juice under the tit. Through the use of art we undermine the President's improper and corrupt
powers. Demand freedom for contrary art. Finally, we conclude that the President's duct is just
not chill. His ass Congress may ply to exercise the tit checks that no person is above.
CONCLUSION
We determined to draw out the President's duct the evidence we obtained about the President's
actions, the same rough acts that he clearly did commit, acts that this report does not omit.
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